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Preamble
LTEG seeks to ask permission for publishing material related to its activists
and ensures that their privacy is protected by national laws 1 .
In general, no pictures or video featuring LTEG activists will be published unless
there is a clear consent by the activists involved expressed in oral, written or
electronic forms. In case there is no response from an activist to our request,
then it is assumed that the default preference is NOT to give consent to any
such use.

Internal Publications
As far as its publications are concerned, LTEG asks for the permission to do
the following:
• To take photographs and videos of activists involved in LTEG activities,
seminars, trainings, etc.
• To retain a copy in its archive.
• To use them when needed for displays, publications, its website and other
digital formats, or other non-commercial initiatives.
Photographs and videos will not be made available for any commercial use.
Should LTEG seek to use photos, videos or other information related to its activists on web services or paper publications controlled by LTEG or SCI, then
activists will be informed of the need and will have the option to give consent.

External Publications
Should LTEG seek to use activists’ photos, videos or other information on web
services or paper publications which are NOT controlled by LTEG or SCI (such
as Facebook, Youtube, or other external publications), then the activist must
understand that he or she is being asked to give consent and agreement to the
external “terms and conditions” of these services which LTEG and SCI is not
responsible for. In particular, it is assumed that activists appreciate the fact
that a complete removal from any external servers not directly controlled by
LTEG or SCI is beyond the capacity of LTEG and cannot be guaranteed.
1 See

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data Protection Directive
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